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The Software Preservation Network coordinates software preservation efforts to ensure long
term access to software. It connects and engages the legal, public policy, social science, natural
science, information & communication technology, and cultural heritage preservation
communities that create and use software.
The Library Copyright Alliance consists of three major library associations in the United States:
the American Library Association, the Association of College and Research Libraries, and the
Association of Research Libraries. These associations represent over 100,000 libraries in the
United States employing more than 300,000 librarians and other personnel. An estimated 200
million Americans use these libraries over two billion times each year. These libraries spend
over $4 billion annually acquiring books and other copyrighted material.
ITEM B. PROPOSED CLASS ADDRESSED
Class 14(a) – Computer Programs – Preservation
A proposed expansion of the software preservation exemption (37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(13)), to
eliminate the requirement that the program not be distributed or made available outside of the
physical premises of an eligible institution.
Proposed Exemption: Computer programs, except video games, that have been lawfully acquired
and that are no longer reasonably available in the commercial marketplace, solely for the purpose
of lawful preservation of a computer program, or of digital materials dependent upon a computer
program as a condition of access, by an eligible library, archives, or museum, where such
activities are carried out without any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage.
Class 14(b) – Video Games – Preservation
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A proposed expansion of the video game preservation exemption (37 C.F.R. § 201.40(b)(12)) to
eliminate the requirement that the program not be distributed or made available outside of the
physical premises of an eligible institution.
Proposed Exemption: Video games in the form of computer programs embodied in physical or
downloaded formats that have been lawfully acquired as complete games, that do not require
access to an external computer server for gameplay, and that are no longer reasonably available
in the commercial marketplace, solely for the purpose of preservation of the game in a playable
form by an eligible library, archives, or museum, where such activities are carried out without
any purpose of direct or indirect commercial advantage.
ITEM C. OVERVIEW
Each year, school children from across the United States visit the National Archives in
Washington, D.C. to see original copies of the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution,
and the Bill of Rights.2 They visit to peer at centuries-old handwriting, marveling over the
wobbles of quills from America’s founders, preserved for the ages by the National Archives and
Records Administration (NARA). NARA is the “nation’s record keeper,” preserving not only
priceless founding documents, but also “hold[ing] in trust for the public the records of ordinary
citizens...military records of the brave men and women who have fought for our country,
naturalization records of the immigrants whose dreams have shaped our nation, and even the
canceled check from the purchase of Alaska.”3 These records belong to the American people,
helping us “claim our rights and entitlements, hold our elected officials accountable for their
actions, and document our history as a nation.”4
In the 21st century, though, the information that NARA carefully preserves no longer comes
written in ink on yellowed parchment. Instead, NARA is part of the effort to shift to a fully
electronic government.5 The Archives’ strategic plan, unveiled in 2018, states that by December
31, 2022 NARA will no longer accept any records in paper form.6 NARA, which has run an
electronic records program for more than 50 years, leads the efforts to help all Federal agencies
transition to electronic recordkeeping, and aims to digitize 500 million pages of their existing
physical collections.7 By providing improved access to the public and improving archival
workflow, NARA hopes to create a transparent, accessible resource for the American people.8
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Despite NARA’s efforts, future researchers and eager students hoping to learn about their own
history might one day find these files harder to read than Thomas Jefferson’s spindly cursive.
Section 1201 stands in the way. In 2018, the Copyright Office and the Library of Congress
recognized the need to preserve computer programs and video games and granted Section 1201
exemptions for the circumvention of technological protection measures (TPMs) required by
archival preservation and research activities.9 This triennial rulemaking cycle, SPN and LCA
seek an exemption that naturally extends the digital preservation efforts that the Copyright Office
and the Librarian previously recognized to meet growing user demand for remote access to
virtual libraries. The on-site limitations on born-digital files inhibit preservation, research, and
teaching, slowing the race to protect vital digital history.
In the digital age, electronic collections held by cultural heritage institutions are the best hope of
preserving software and software-dependent materials. A significant number of archival
institutions, libraries, and museums have created special collections dedicated solely to the
preservation of digital materials including software, software-dependent materials, and video
games.10 The Software Preservation Network and other cultural heritage groups have recognized
that the value of preserved software and games lies not in the mere storage of resources, but
rather in providing access to collections in usable formats to researchers, scholars, and
educators.11 As reliance on software as a vehicle for production of creative and functional works
has increased, so has the proportion of the cultural record that consists of software and softwaredependent materials. Researchers, teachers, students, and scholars require remote access to use
these materials in their work, now more than ever. Operating systems that once seemed
ubiquitous, like Microsoft XP, and all-too-recent software, like Forza Motorsport 5 (released in
2013 and declared end-of-life in 2017) are no longer supported by their creators.12 Without the
diligent work of libraries, museums, and archival institutions, files that must be accessed with
this obsolete software, or historically valuable software itself, will be lost to the tides of time and
degradation.
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Remote access encourages the use of digital materials in research and teaching by knocking
down financial and logistical barriers associated with onsite access.13 User demand for offsite
access has only grown in the past three years as preservationists, researchers, and scholars
increasingly expect prompt access to digital collections materials online.14 Confronted with
access difficulties, researchers and educators modify their projects to focus on locally available
software and digital collections rather than expend grant funds and other resources to travel and
interact with materials only accessible onsite at remote institutions.15 If preservationists cannot
provide users remote access to preserved software, archival traffic and patronage will languish at
low levels despite potentially strong research and teaching interest. Software collecting
institutions will in turn receive artificially low funding for software preservation, because
funding often depends on the value signaled by traffic to a resource or service. Reduced software
preservation activities would result in the loss of software and software-dependent cultural
artifacts, with both long- and short-term adverse effects on the cultural record itself. In short,
remote access is already the most common mode of access to digital collections for most
researchers, teachers, and students, so without an appropriately scoped exemption, Section 1201
will render DRM-protected software a second-class category of works that is less likely to be
preserved in an era of limited budgets.
This comment proposes modification of the current exemption to remove premises limitations
and permit authorized users to access digital materials remotely. The flexibility of remote access
would only extend to resources used for non-infringing purposes, without any purpose of direct
or indirect commercial advantage. This modification would grant memory institutions the ability
to determine optimal methods for encouraging responsible use of their respective collections. To
aid the Copyright Office’s understanding of the merits of the proposed modification, this
comment focuses on the legal bases and regulatory gaps that support modifying the exemption.
This comment will: (1) identify the adverse effects of barring remote access to preserved
software; (2) discuss how the uses proposed under the exemption are fair use and/or otherwise
non-infringing; (3) detail how this exemption follows the spirit of the existing regulatory scheme
for remote access to digitized materials used for nonprofit, educational use. We refer the
Copyright Office to our 2018 comment for a detailed description of technological protection
measures, circumvention techniques, and avenues of access.16
ITEM E. ASSERTED ADVERSE EFFECTS ON NON-INFRINGING USES
(1) Adverse Effects of Prohibiting Remote Access to Preserved Software
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If access to preserved software continues to be limited to the premises of the collecting
institution, significant amounts of software and software-dependent materials could be lost as
preservation efforts stall, research projects are unable to come to fruition, and remote access for
teaching purposes is curtailed. Software and software-dependent materials face intense
obsolescence issues that hinder preservation efforts. Margaret Hedstrom has described digital
preservation as a “time bomb” with new media “vulnerable to deterioration and catastrophic
loss...short lived relative to traditional storage media...making the time frame for...actions to
prevent loss a matter of years, not decades.”17 Market pressures lead to hardware, software, and
methods of computing becoming obsolete on a three-to-five-year cycle.18 Tech preservation
presents an archivist’s nightmare: not only do individual pieces of software degrade over time,
but the rapid pace of hardware development means that widely used software can quickly
become inaccessible, as coding, representation, and retrieval techniques develop over time
without back-compatibility.19 Planned obsolescence further contributes to this crisis, and as the
market moves on to newer software, historically valuable items get left behind.20
Enter libraries and archival institutions. Libraries and archives across the country prevent
massive loss of historically significant software by painstakingly preserving these materials and
enabling access to them despite hardware obsolescence.21 Since 2018, software preservationists
have had an additional tool in their fight against degradation and obsolescence: the §1201
exemption permitting TPM circumvention for legitimate preservation activities. As a result of
that rulemaking, libraries, archives, museums, and other cultural heritage institutions can
circumvent TPMs on lawfully acquired software to preserve software and software dependent
materials.22 But, as it currently stands, any software where a TPM has been circumvented can
only be accessed on-site at the library or archival institution. The on-site requirement poses a
significant barrier to preservation, research, and teaching.
Libraries face constantly-increasing demand for offsite use of materials. Library Journal’s annual
nationwide circulation survey found that raw numbers of circulated materials increased nineteen
out of twenty years from 1998 to 2018.23 In recent years, patron demand for off-site digital
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access skyrocketed.24 One librarian described “a significant shift from physical to digital...our
entire customer base is undergoing a change in their expectations[.]”25 Patrons of modern
libraries and archival institutions expect near-instantaneous access to institutional collections.26
When libraries fail to deliver, patrons become disaffected.27 Simply put, patrons are accustomed
to accessing their library’s content from their home or on their personal computer. The same can
be said of research libraries – the modern-day researcher rarely pores over printed tomes in a
dedicated reading room, but rather accesses subscription databases remotely through institutional
library homepages, or uses a free, reputable search engine like Google Scholar.28
Moreover, preservation is a function of demand for materials. Libraries, archives, museums, and
cultural heritage institutions exist to serve the needs of the public. Libraries have been described
as “part and parcel of the communit[ies they] serv[e]” responsive to those communities’ needs
and curating their collections accordingly.29 The same has been said of academic libraries – “the
community defines the college or university and the library.”30 In fact, patrons’ use patterns
directly drive preservation and its funding. Both private and publicly funded grant programs
require an institution to directly engage with its community, showing how its programs meet
their needs, in order to obtain funding.31 Libraries and archival institutions structure their
resource allocation to meet public demands, and receive funding on the basis of successfully
meeting that demand,32 regardless of the source of their financial support. These values are also
24
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enshrined in their organizational culture. Two of the foremost professional groups in the archive
and library science sectors – the Society of American Archivists and the American Library
Association – include patron service in their core value statements.33 Libraries and archives exist
to meet the needs of their users and shape their services accordingly, and those users expect
offsite access.
Libraries and archival institutions choose what they want to preserve based on user preferences
and behavior, and restricting access devalues software collections for users accustomed to
remote access. Correspondingly, software collections and software preservation efforts will
receive reduced prioritization, funding, and attention. In a field where a handful of years can
make the difference between permanent obsolescence and usability, those incentives will lead to
the destruction and loss of academically rich materials.
Emulation as a Service (EaaS) provides one of the most promising ways to meet demonstrated
community demand for access to preserved software. Free, open-source tools make it possible to
provide any authorized user with a modern web browser remote access to preserved software
securely stored on institutional servers, including complex operating system environments, as
well as software-dependent digital files (files that can only be rendered, or rendered accurately
and authentically, in a particular software environment). An emulator is a hardware or software
tool that enables one computer system to behave like another computer system. Emulated
environments simulate obsolete computer systems and environments on newer computers to run
legacy software that is incompatible with current computer systems.34 This enables users to view,
render, and interact with digital artifacts in their original environments, without changing the
format of the file to make it work with newer hardware or software, which would risk losing
some of the artifact’s original properties.35 Emulators allow controlled access to obsolete
materials that are essential for research and learning without requiring users to obtain antique
hardware, operating systems, drivers, and other supporting materials. Nevertheless, installing and
running emulation tools can be a challenge for most users.
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EaaS makes emulated software environments much easier for ordinary researchers to access and
use by providing a menu of pre-configured emulated environments (a combination of emulated
hardware, an operating system, and particular software) located on the collecting institution’s
servers, which can be launched and viewed in the user’s web browser. The user can interact with
the software and any digital files in their browser, but when they leave the site, their access ends,
and the emulated environment they accessed can be returned to its preconfigured state. EaaS
technology is available as open-source packages, allowing individual libraries and archival
institutions to create their own browser-based emulated environments.36An off-site use
exemption would enable institutions to use EaaS to provide access to out-of-commerce materials
for research purposes.
(A) Adverse Effects of On-Site Limitation on Preservationists and Librarians
Off-site access difficulties already drive the priorities of preservationists and librarians. Lauren
Work at the University of Virginia, for instance, reports difficulties facilitating offsite access to a
collection of locally significant architecture designs donated by the architect, because the files
can only be opened with a discontinued version of the Vectorworks software. Work explained
that “providing access off site to the collection that uses the software to render digital objects [is]
part of our long-term preservation and access goals.”37 Likewise, Euan Cochrane reported that
Yale attempted to set up an exhibit at their architecture school which required images created
with CAD software as part of the display.38 A piece of software necessary for the exhibit,
purchased on eBay, arrived lacking a hardware dongle.39 The missing dongle and inability to
circumvent the TPMs prevented access to examples meant to be shown in the exhibit.40 Users
expect access, copyright law permits it, and preservationists would like to provide it. Even when
software is lawfully acquired, an inability to access circumvented software off-site where TPMs
have been lost or degraded over time can stymie institutional programming. In contrast, patrons
describe those institutions that do provide off-site access to their users as “benefit[ting their]
research tremendously” because their resources can be used for prolonged research in a
researcher’s home institution (or in their home).41 The on-premises restriction also forces
libraries and archival institutions to divert their technological resources, in order to provide
machines for users to access the software. Dianne Dietrich described Cornell’s process for user
access as “a laptop with a software collection” where, when a user wants to access an individual
piece of software, Dietrich “literally cop[ies] the disk image onto that laptop.”42 Similarly,
Robert Cartolano described Columbia University’s practice of using laptops with epoxy in their
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internet ports, so that computers in special collections access only certain materials.43 Libraries
and archival institutions have limited numbers of computers and limited resources for
technology; requiring that some library computers be reserved for access whenever a user might
(unpredictably) request to use a piece of preserved software is difficult and interrupts the
institution’s normal workflow, requiring extra back-end management. Because emulation allows
users to simulate obsolete computer systems and environments within their own web browsers,
EaaS software access would allow libraries and archival institutions to use their physical
resources more effectively.
Beyond merely causing institutions to divert resources when providing user access to
circumvented materials, the on-site limitation hinders preservation by preventing remote work.
Preservationists can conduct their work from home and may be required to by institutional
community health management plans or local regulations as the COVID pandemic is ongoing.44
As it currently stands, however, they cannot access any circumvented materials outside of their
institution’s physical premises. If preservationists can access circumvented materials remotely,
they could catalogue or describe the materials, facilitating their work while enabling social
distancing measures. Institutions have employed some workarounds, including mailing CD sets
to their staff, who then determine the content of the discs at a user’s request, a cumbersome
process that potentially exposes software to damage in transit.45 With emulated software,
workarounds that expose software to damage and degradation would be unnecessary. Allowing
off site access for preservation purposes would streamline the preservation workflow, while
simultaneously advancing public health objectives.
If the on-site restrictions were removed, software emulation could fulfill its potential as a
practice that “will likely transform the culture, practice, and access experiences to digital cultural
heritage as well as best practices for digital preservation professionals.”46 Preservationists
characterize emulation services, like EaaS, as a developing tool that captures the “functional and
performative aspects of the software experience,” which, although currently underutilized, could
flourish with sustained support and capacity building.47 Preservationists engage in emulation
practices “with archival access points and future users of those archives in mind” building their
practices around their organizational structures, institutions’ access mandates, and [own] visions
of access.”48 To the extent that they can use emulation to meet users’ demonstrated off-premises
demand, preservationists will do so.
43
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(B) Adverse Effects of On-Site Limitation on Researchers
The on-site restriction also poses a particular burden to software researchers. As discussed in the
2018 comment, out-of-commerce software requires obsolete hardware or software to run, unless
the software is accessed through emulation. Researchers describe archives with old PCs on site
to read floppy disks and tapes from their collections.49 When a researcher does identify an
institution with a piece of software they are interested in, they often have no way of knowing if
the institution maintains the hardware or environments necessary to run the software.50 Some
institutions can provide access to a researcher’s desired software on-site, but most cannot. No
single organization can support every possible environment required to access the contents of
existing software collections.
Researchers at institutions without extensive software libraries cannot rely on an interlibrary loan
system to carry out their research projects, as they could with physical materials. Instead, they
must either contend with the time and cost burdens of travelling to an institution that carries the
rare software they seek, or abandon a research project. Because the software covered by this
exemption tends to be obsolete and very rare, a software work necessary to an individual’s
research may be held by only one or two collecting institutions. Professor Fenwick McKelvey,
for instance, times his software research for his sabbatical, describing travelling to archives as
“incredibly expensive” and the on-site restrictions as “a challenge” requiring years of planning
and careful funding efforts.51 Professor McKelvey has attempted to acquire his own copies of
software, but materials are seldom available.52 Due to COVID travel restrictions, he has
postponed the research he was supposed to carry out this year.53 Likewise, Kyle K. Courtney at
Harvard Libraries reports that researchers have been unable to access their work materials under
pandemic conditions.54
Even prior to the pandemic, the on-site limitation caused institutional difficulties. The Computer
History Museum (CHM), for instance, provides preserved software access to patrons, the
majority of whom are out-of-state and international researchers.55 Scholars request obsolete
materials, like old versions of Microsoft Word, AutoCAD, Apple games, and Microsoft
Developer Network Disks, for research use (primarily geared at rebuilding vintage machines or
understanding how specific software items ran and were used).56 The on-premises requirement
prevents CHM from providing copies of software items to these researchers, or permitting them
to access CHM’s copies via online emulation.57 CHM’s reading room is “not easy to get to” and
49
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“requires extensive travel for our researchers.”58 The Museum does not have sufficient staff or
physical resources to provide on-site emulation, though experienced researchers have expressed
willingness to help the Museum create off-site emulation services.59 CHM’s limited resources
have left them at “a stand-still for providing access to historic software with DRM protections”
and the onsite limitation “fundamentally changed the way [they] are able to provide access to
[their] historic software collection.”60 In practice, this limitation poses a substantial difficulty for
researchers attempting to carry out long-term projects on out-of-commerce software, since
precious few copies of the software may remain, accessible only at a distant institution, which a
researcher may not be able to access within the time and budgetary constraints of their work.
Removing the limitations on the use of EaaS would render world-class software collections
accessible to researchers without regard to their location or their ability to travel, allowing for a
flourishing of preservation, research, and remote teaching,
If researchers face access difficulties, rather than expend financial resources to access materials,
they often will narrow the scope of their research or change topics entirely.61 Phil Salvador, who
researches and writes about underplayed video games, reports that 52% of the titles he has
collected are not held by the Strong Museum of Play, one of the major cultural institutions for
video games and software, highlighting how difficult the software can be to track down.62 He
also reports that, given the time it takes to play the games, analyze their contents, and capture
media from them, it is impractical for him to travel to a video game museum each time he needs
to play a game.63 The on-site restrictions favor well-funded projects over smaller, less-funded
projects that cannot allocate funds to extensive travel.
To facilitate offsite access and research, institutions are currently mailing rare software, exposing
it to potential damage in transit,64 including mailing software to preservationists at user request
so the preservationists can run the disks on emulated environments to determine their contents.65
Interlibrary loans involving physical transmission of materials are limited, slow, and often
expensive.66 The on-site restrictions impose time and cost burdens on researchers that chill
desirable projects. Even when institutions have found workarounds, like sending software
through the mail, those workarounds could lead to loss or damage of rare, irreplaceable
materials. EaaS is usually preferable to sending researchers copies of digital resources because
libraries and archival institutions can calibrate the environments to ensure software will run
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properly, require user authentication, authorization, and access revocation for unauthorized uses
to protect copyright and privacy for restricted software.67
In practice, the on-site limitation restricts the sources that researchers can access to only those
most commonly available pieces of software. As Phil Salvador describes the state of video game
history, “Games and software are still a young medium. . . [the] historical canon for games . . .
tends to be the canon of popular consumer product brands – like Space Invaders, Nintendo and
Sega games, and so forth. Many of those games are still widely available because of their
publishers' continued commercial investment. . . [b]ut focusing just on the most successful, wellknown titles doesn't paint a complete, honest portrait of the history of games. The less
successful, less stand-out games are equally part of the story of video games. They can speak to
changing trends and booming genres. More importantly, they contain ideas and perspectives that
are left out of the more conventional, sanded-down version of game history that's being resold to
us. This is why I research these lesser-known games, because they can speak to the richness of
game history in a way that's too easily ignored or forgotten.”68 Allowing access to these games
remotely would not detract from the modern market for them, because no market for those games
exists. But allowing those games to be accessed off-site would enable dedicated researchers to
explore the way that they influenced the development of contemporary popular culture, before
the history of this “young medium” is lost forever through software degradation. The on-site
limitation encourages repeated study of the same works, or requires researchers to consider
alternative, legally risky methods of access.
Absent a modified exemption, video game researchers will be unable to study many out-ofcommerce games that are only available on the second-hand market, or available as
“abandonware” due to the scarcity of physical copies. Phil Salvador has experienced immense
difficulties with backward compatibility, and often must resort to emulation, modification,
custom video API wrappers, and access to vintage hardware or adapters.69 Much of this work
depends on innovation by the gaming community, so much so that cultural institutions
themselves often apply techniques pioneered by gamers.70 This dynamic increases the need to
provide off-site access to appropriate institutional users. Allowing researchers to access software
through their institutions will ensure that research occurs through legitimate channels.
(C) Adverse Effects of On-Site Limitation on Educators
The on-site access requirement also limits the extent to which out-of-commerce software can be
used to teach students about digital history and the development of digital works over time. Not
all institutions have the ability to teach classes on the premises of their libraries or archival
67
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institutions. Columbia University, for instance, does not have classrooms on the physical
premises of its library.71 It is simply not possible to teach a class using out-of-commerce
software with the TPM circumvented on the premises of the library where software collections
are held at Columbia. The on-premises requirement also poses a unique challenge to professors
teaching online classes. Because they are offsite, those professors and their students are unable to
access preserved software. This is true despite the fact that emulation models have proven
success; educators already use emulation software to teach subjects like the history of computer
media. Kevin Driscoll at the University of Virginia uses emulators in his course on media
history, including having students run programs on an Apple II emulator that can interpret their
written code.72 In the context of remote learning, teachers may be able to identify works in their
institutional collections, but on-site restrictions and technological limitations prevent them from
using them in the virtual classroom.73 If libraries and archival institutions were permitted to
allow authorized users to access their materials, out-of-commerce software could help the next
generation of computer programmers and computer historians learn about the origins of their
disciplines.
(D) Off-Site Need is Elevated by the COVID-19 Pandemic
Finally, the coronavirus pandemic has only highlighted and elevated the pressing need for this
off-site exemption. Major libraries and archival institutions across the country have closed their
doors, relying on digital access for preservationists, researchers, teachers, and students.74 Cornell
University’s digital library services, for instance, increased four-fold during the initial weeks of
the pandemic.75 Since mid-March, entire industries – especially those information-heavy careers
like academia and teaching – have moved to working from home.76 This shift is likely to persist,
even after the pandemic concludes, now that industries have experimented with large-scale
remote work.77 But with the duration of the pandemic as-yet unknown, demand for remote access
to preserved materials is greater than ever. Software, unlike physical materials, does not naturally
exist on-site – it is meant to be accessed at home, from a user’s computer.78 Remote access
enables academic work to continue while following social distancing measures, as well as
reducing needless transaction and travel costs. During the pandemic, HathiTrust has enabled
71
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member institutions to connect researchers to digital surrogates for their physical holdings to
facilitate research while physical collections are inaccessible.79 Archives and libraries should be
able to provide the same services to software researchers that they can provide to historians and
academics who work with traditional print materials. As it stands, they cannot, at least for titles
encumbered with TPMs. Programs that could be run virtually, such as the artist residency series
at CU Boulder’s Media Archaeology Lab, have been unable to provide their resources off-site.80
The move to remote work during the COVID-19 pandemic starkly illustrated the utility of
remote access in the preservation, teaching, and research contexts. Providing access to this
software via EaaS would promote desirable public health objectives.
(2) Non-infringing Uses
The activities covered by this proposed modification are non-infringing, as required by 17 U.S.C.
§ 1201(a)(1)(C). Specifically, the creation of temporary copies on the user’s computer and the
display and performance of preserved works in a user’s browser as part of EaaS for preservation,
teaching, and research, as well as the copying and distribution of preserved software to facilitate
teaching and research by remote users using their own hardware, are protected by the fair use
doctrine, and in some cases may also be protected by 17 U.S.C. §§ 108 and 117.
(A) Fair Use
Originally judicial doctrine, Congress provided statutory guidance for finding fair use according
to the following factors:
(1) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a commercial
nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes;
(2) the nature of the copyrighted work;
(3) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted work
as a whole; and
(4) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted work.81
Although the factors weigh heavily in judicial decision-making, the list is not exhaustive, and no
one factor is decisive.82 Rather, each factor is to be considered and weighed together, “in light of
the purposes of copyright.”83 The law recognizes that copyright is “not an inevitable, divine, or
79
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natural right that confers on authors the absolute ownership of their creations. It is designed
rather to stimulate activity and progress in the arts for the intellectual enrichment of the
public.”84 Furthermore, copyright “encourages others to build freely upon the ideas and
information conveyed by a work.”85 Preservation, research, and teaching purposes build upon
out-of-market software to promote scholarship and education. Providing off-site access via EaaS
and other distribution channels to facilitate preservation, research, and teaching serves the
purposes of copyright because the potential for social benefit is clear and substantial and the uses
will have no effect on the market.
I. Purpose and Character of Use
Providing remote access to preserved out-of-commerce software is prototypically fair, as it
promotes the “progress of Science and the useful Arts.”86 Uses that “benefit[] the broader public
interest” are more likely to be fair,87 as are non-profit or non-commercial uses.88 The Acting
Register has previously acknowledged that preservation, research, and teaching89 are activities
favored under the fair use analysis.90 Accessible digital sources serve the public interest by
facilitating public access to information, particularly where populations intrinsically lack
access.91 Similarly, this exemption would provide access to those individuals with significant
logistical and financial limitations, including those with disabilities that prevent travel, those in
remote locations that cannot afford travel,92 those affected by U.S. travel restrictions,93 and
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individuals whose institutions either do not maintain software collections, or have very limited
collections.94
In addition to the public benefits of a use, courts typically consider whether a use is
“transformative,” or whether it uses copyrighted material “in a different manner or for a different
purpose from the original.”95 Transformative uses build upon pre-existing works and contribute
value in the form of critique, comment, or new insight.96 These uses further the goals of
copyright by providing new meaning or creation to the broader culture.97 Courts have recognized
that the presentation of copyrighted material as historical artifacts is a transformative use relative
to its original expressive purpose.98 Providing remote access to preserved software is a
transformative use because it presents software (and software-dependent digital materials) as
historical artifacts for research and teaching purposes. Consulting digital cultural heritage as part
of the historic record is a fundamentally different purpose relative to the original consumer and
commercial purposes of software. Researchers and teachers do not use software for its original
informative, aesthetic, or entertainment functions; rather, they examine elements of the work for
purposes of comment, criticism, or education. The physical location of the user does not have
any impact on the transformative nature of the proposed uses.
Furthermore, the intermediate technical steps necessary to provide remote access (e.g., the
creation of temporary copies on the user’s machine to facilitate software access in the browser)
are lawful because they are necessary steps in the workflow of transformative research and
teaching. Providing researchers remote access to collections for study constitutes a
transformative use that serves a new purpose, and collecting institutions add value in the form of
“reviewing, selecting, converting, coding, linking, and identifying” materials to make them
discoverable and comprehensible in a research context.99 Intermediate copying to facilitate this
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transformative end is also transformative.100 It is commonplace for third parties to reuse or
reverse engineer functional programs to create new products and enable interoperability between
software and hardware devices.101 Copying software to access its functional elements for
software development is fair use that furthers the purposes of copyright law.102 In Connectix, the
Ninth Circuit held that Connectix’s copying of Sony’s software with the end-goal of creating
new software that allowed video games to be played on PCs rather than exclusively on the
PlayStation, constituted a transformative use of the software.103 The intermediate copying was
transformative because the end-product constituted a transformative use.104 Like reverse
engineering, the intermediate copies involved in providing remote access to preserved software
serve a transformative purpose.
Off-site access for video game preservation, teaching, and research is also critical because video
games are more prone to obsolescence than other media.105 The obsolescence rate is attributable
to the difficulty of transferring video games and their audiovisual components to new
generations of hardware and software.106 The Register of Copyrights has previously noted that
“the purpose and character of the use – the preservation of a video game in playable form for
research and study – are favored purposes under section 107.”107 The purposes served by offsite
access to preserved software are also favored,108 and they are transformative relative to the
original commercial gaming uses of entertainment or job training purposes.109 Uses that
appropriate elements of the work for purposes of comment or criticism “reflect[] transformative
value because it ‘can provide social benefit, by shedding light on an earlier work, and, in the
100
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process, creating a new one.’”110 Off-site access is necessary for researchers studying obscure
computer games because they struggle to access or find time to play on premises, and the more
obscure software researchers examine is not typically collected by museums.111
II. Nature of the Work
The nature of the work “often turns on whether the work is informational or creative,”112 because
“[t]he law generally recognizes a greater need to disseminate factual works than works of fiction
or fantasy.”113 Therefore, the “scope of fair use is greater with respect to factual than nonfactual
works.”114 This factor is not dispositive, however, and courts often give little weight to this
factor, especially when a use is transformative.115 Much of the software that museums, libraries,
and archives seek to preserve and study consists of factual or utilitarian works used for
transformative purposes, therefore this factor should weigh in favor of fair use.
Video games are more likely to contain creative or expressive content than software generally,
but some video games blur the line between fact and fiction, as they contain both functional and
expressive elements. 116 This is especially true of some obsolete games developed in the 20th
century. Companies attempted to follow the model of the successful SimCity series, for instance,
and create tools for urban planning, job training, environmental impact study, or conceptual
illustration of oil refinery operations.117 Moreover, preservation often focuses on the functional
aspects of the game to maintain its playable form, including the game client and server elements
that support game operability. While video games often feature creative aspects, the importance
of this factor is discounted where the work is used for a transformative purpose.118 Additionally,
the research and educational purposes use video games as a tool of study, not to merely enjoy the
110
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game for its aesthetic and commercial entertainment purposes.119 Rather, scholars examine and
critique them for transformative research and learning purposes.120
Computer programs have “both functional and expressive components,” but copyright does not
typically protect the functional elements of software.121 Accessing functional components of
software is often necessary to preserve access to software dependent material for archival,
research and teaching purposes. For example, functional components that support software
access include operating systems, planner programs, word-processing software, and data
management tools, like architectural CAD asset management programs.122
III. Amount and Substantiality of the Portion Used
The third fair use factor focuses on whether “the amount and substantiality of the portion used in
relation to the copyrighted work as a whole [is] reasonable in relation to the purpose of the
copying.”123 This factor can favor fair use when entire works are used because “copying the
entirety of a work is sometimes necessary to make a fair use.”124 Similarly, courts have
discounted the impact of the third factor when the use of a copyrighted work is transformative.125
Providing remote access to preserved software may, in some cases, be impossible without using
the entire work. Emulation often requires the entire codebase to run functional software.
Additionally, research uses often require access to the entire work to support complete
examination of its elements. Given the nature of these uses, the amount users may access is
reasonable in relation to the purpose of copying, and this factor favors fair use.
IV. The Effect of the Use on the Market for the Work
Remote preservation, research, and teaching uses do not negatively impact the market for, or
value of, out-of-commerce software. The copyright system is designed “[n]ot primarily for the
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benefit of the author, but primarily for the benefit of the public.”126 This purpose is especially
salient where uses are transformative and the uses have no substitutional impact on traditional
markets.127 This factor also favors fair use when the work being used is no longer sold or
available for license from the copyright holder.128 Where the public stands to benefit
substantially from a transformative use that poses no threat whatsoever to the commercial
prerogatives of the copyright holder, this factor should strongly favor fair use.
Transformative uses do not have a cognizable impact on the work’s traditional market because
they serve a different purpose.129 In Bill Graham Archives, the Second Circuit held that the
reproduction of Grateful Dead band posters in a biographical book was transformative because
the book used the posters as historical artifacts to illustrate the band’s career.130 This historical
documentation served a different purpose than the posters’ original expressive uses.131 Because
the historical purposes were transformative, the court held that these uses did not cause any
market harm. Similarly, remote access to digital artifacts facilitates preservation, research, and
teaching, which are different purposes than the original consumer or commercial uses of
software and video games. Because preserving and studying software serves a transformative
purpose, software’s traditional markets are unaffected and the copyright holder’s commercial
prerogatives remain intact.
Transformative uses do not have any impact on traditional markets when they are intended to
reach different audiences. In deFontbrune, the court held that The Picasso Project, a book that
reproduced copyright-protected photos of Pablo Picasso’s art, had no market impact on the
original collection of photographs because the two compilations reached entirely different
markets.132 The Picasso Project was intended to provide libraries, academic institutions, and art
institutions with affordable, alternative access to the scholarly catalog of Picasso’s work because
the original collection was out-of-print and only available on the second-hand market for
$20,000.133 While some software applications or games may be obtained on secondhand markets,
their primary markets will be unaffected by allowing off-site access to preserved software for
preservation, teaching, and research.
Furthermore, remote access to preserved software does not cause market harm where the
copyright owner has ceased exploiting the work commercially. The proposed uses do not have
any “impact on potential licensing revenues for traditional, reasonable, or likely to be developed
markets” because there is literally no market for the software.134 Definitionally, this out-of126
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commerce software is not available for purchase or license from any copyright holder. The
copyright holders of these works may be bankrupt, dissolved, or deceased. Alternatively, the
software may no longer be sold or supported because new versions of the software have been
released or the publisher has pivoted to selling new software titles or to other business entirely.
Out-of-print works are accorded more leeway for fair use,135 and Congress has expressed the
view that a finding of fair use should be more likely if a work is out of print.136 As such, this
factor should weigh in favor of fair use.
Providing remote access to preserved out-of-commerce software for preservation, teaching, and
research is not a purpose that copyright holders have abstained from licensing out of a strategic
choice in hopes of increasing the value of the uses they do license or saving the revenue source
for the future.137 Preservation functions to prevent software and other digital artifacts from
becoming lost forever, long after a copyright owner has lost interest in utilizing the copyright.138
Software preservation in libraries and archives is critical precisely because academic interest in
software will endure for much longer than its commercial life.
Software titles are routinely removed from commercial channels as they are superseded by
updated versions and the copyright holder focuses on exploiting the market for the new
version.139 In the video game industry, superseded titles are rarely available on digital
marketplaces through the current rightsholder because games require continued support from the
developer to work with new platforms.140 Again, courts have acknowledged that where the
copyright holder has declined to continue exploiting a work commercially, there is no market
135
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harm “as presumably it was lack of demand for the work that led to its demise....”141 Video
games are less likely to be maintained if the game is not lucrative or has few users and low
demand.142 This is particularly true when game developers purposefully stop supporting older
games or remove them from the marketplace entirely to encourage players to purchase new
versions of the game.143 Archival and academic uses do not supersede the market when the
copyright holder has removed the program from the marketplace. Remote access to preserved
copies of these out-of-market applications will have no impact on the market, thus, this factor
should weigh in favor of fair use.
(B) An Off-Premises Exemption Would Be Consistent with the Approach of Existing
Copyright Law Exemptions, including 17 U.S.C. §108, the TEACH Act, and the Music
Modernization Act
Several statutory provisions facilitate off-premises access to copyrighted works, especially outof-commerce works used for research and teaching, demonstrating a general federal policy of
enabling remote access for these purposes. Copying for individual use under 17 U.S.C. §108(d)
and (e), transmission of materials for remote learning under 17 U.S.C. §110(2) (the TEACH
Act), and permissions for library, archives, and non-profit use of out-of-commerce works in the
Music Modernization Act demonstrate that, outside the narrow confines of Section 108(b) and
(c), providing off-premises access to copyrighted material is encouraged by federal policy. This
is particularly true in cases where access does not impact the market for such works, where
access is controlled by legitimate institutions, and where the use advances desirable research and
educational objectives. All three conditions are met here.
The Copyright Office requested elaboration in its Noticed of Proposed Rulemaking on the
distinction between preservation uses and lending uses under the proposed rule, as well as legal
arguments not presented in the 2018 Rulemaking that support the grant of this proposal. The
primary legal argument favoring remote access to preserved software for research and teaching is
that it is protected by fair use, as we have shown in Section A. In considering whether a
particular use should be favored by fair use, and in particular in weighing the first factor, courts
141
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look to other parts of the Copyright Act, and to other federal policies, for evidence showing a
particular use advances the goals of copyright or of federal policy more generally.144
Providing access to preserved software off-site serves the purposes of §108. Portions of §108 not
discussed in the 2018 Rulemaking, namely 17 U.S.C. §§108(e) and 108(d), shed light on the
appropriateness of offsite use of library materials. 17 U.S.C. §§108(c) and 108(h), discussed in
the 2018 Comment, are also relevant for this proposed exemption.
I.

The exemption advances the goals of 17 U.S.C. §108

The uses at issue in this exemption serve the underlying purposes of 17 U.S.C. §108. That
portion of the code provides a statutory exemption to copyright law for libraries and archival
institutions that provide researchers with access to works, or portions thereof, which can be used
by a researcher for academic purposes beyond the physical premises of the institution itself.145
Some uses fall specifically within the ambit of §108, while others advance the objectives that this
portion of the code sought to protect. The relevance of 17 U.S.C. §108 does not preclude the
applicability of the fair use doctrine.146 Rather, it underscores the propriety of the proposed use
in light of the statutory copyright scheme.
17 U.S.C. §108 addresses both the copyright holder’s need to protect the market for copyrighted
works and the traditional scholarly practice of copying works from a collection for research
use.147 Throughout the §108 drafting process, Congress sought to balance these two approaches –
maintaining libraries’ ability to preserve and create copies of their works against potential market
harms of such copying.
In 17 U.S.C. §108(a), Congress has clarified that nonprofit copying of unpublished works for
preservation or inter-institutional research work “without any purpose of direct or indirect
commercial advantage” “is not an infringement of copyright.”148 Congress enacted this provision
to maintain libraries’ traditional ability to copy works, whether for preservation or offsite access,
where such copying would not make them de facto publishers. Library copying is permissible
under §108 precisely because the institutions have no financial interest in their copies and are not
in competition with copyright holders.149 This exemption does not generate any of the harms that
Congress sought to avoid when creating §108 but advances its objectives.
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In the context of preservation, Section 108(c) permits libraries and archives to make up to three
copies of out-of-commerce software within their collections. This analysis was discussed at
length in SPN and LCA’s 2018 Comment.150 Limitations in Section 108(c) were motivated by
concern that “unlimited access to digital copies from any location” could harm the copyright
owner’s market interests.151 In a context where no market demand exists, however, and where
there is no indication that the user has any intention other than personal research and study, that
risk is attenuated at best, and outweighed by the research and teaching value of access. It is also
noteworthy that even in the context of 108(c), access is not limited to an institution’s physical
premises, but may include distribution via a digital network allowing access to a library’s
holdings, or an institutional intranet.152
Section 108 allows for additional copying by library or archival institutions for an individual
user’s convenience. 17 U.S.C. §108(d) allows libraries to copy articles or small portions of
works upon a user’s request. This exemption sought to permit the circulation and copying of
articles and book chapters, for individual use or through interlibrary loan, without permitting so
much copying that libraries or archival institutions would copy one another’s works rather than
acquiring a subscription or purchasing a copy themselves. 153 Similarly, §108(e) permits
reproduction and distribution of an entire work where the work is no longer commercially
available. This provision aimed to allow scholars to retain their traditional right to copying works
where copying would not harm the creator’s position in the market.154 Such copies circulate
beyond the premises of the library or archives; indeed, they “become[] the property” of the
requestor. Although audiovisual works are exempted from these provisions by 17 U.S.C. §108(i),
providing off-site access to out-of-commerce software to users through emulation software
serves the customary purposes advanced by sections 108(d) and (e), namely to facilitate personal
research uses that require consulting library resources at a distance. This is especially true where
software is used as a tool to facilitate access to born-digital documents. As the Committee Report
explains, “Although subsection [(i)] generally removes musical, graphic, and audiovisual
works from the specific exemptions of section 108, it is important to recognize that the doctrine
150
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of fair use under section 107 remains fully applicable to the photocopying or other reproduction
of such works.”155
The provision of remote access to preserved software through EaaS follows the spirit of this
limitation because it concerns software that has no market, the library or archival institution will
not retain an additional copy of the work, and the library or archival institution can display
copyright warnings in the emulation service to ensure patrons understand copyright governs their
uses. Many affected researchers and students conduct research with software that cannot be
obtained at any price (nor can it even be run on modern equipment), because it is obsolete. In a
context where there is no legitimate market to harm and the institution has a legitimate interest in
providing a copy to a researcher, off-site access allows this research to continue through
channels managed by a reputable institution. This process is precisely the structure envisioned by
§108, with libraries and archival institutions stepping in to fill a researcher’s need to access
materials otherwise unavailable. Staff at stakeholder institutions, including Stanford Libraries,
expressed strong interest in lending obsolete software via emulation,156 and the Copyright Office
recognized the desirability of off-premises access in its 108 Discussion Document.157 Emulated
copies of software following the model of §108(d) and §108(e) would permit this traditional offsite use.
Section 108(g) gives additional insight into the overall intended effect of Section 108. While it
protects copyright holders by placing limits on “systematic” activity, Section 108(g) also
includes an important proviso, at Section 108(g)(2), to enable interlibrary lending and related
cooperative efforts. The established purpose of interlibrary arrangements, in turn, was “to make
available for research and serious study library materials not in a given library.”158 Interlibrary
loan provides a convenient and efficient alternative to visiting the premises of other libraries to
obtain access to their unique collections.
If libraries and archives are unable to make out-of-commerce software available for use to access
their born-digital files, the traditional rights of users represented by §108(e) and §108(d) will
become a dead letter with respect to 20th and 21st century digital archives. Allowing users their
traditional right to access preserved works in the context of born-digital files means providing
access to archival software alongside the files themselves. The on-premises limitation applied to
born digital-files chills research by imposing an additional burden on access.
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The uses anticipated in this comment fall within the spirit of 108 even if they aren’t protected by
its letter. Fair use exists precisely to fill such gaps.159
II.

The TEACH Act

The Technology, Education and Copyright Harmonization Act (“TEACH Act”) and 17 U.S.C.
§112(f) both provide remote access to digitized materials, especially out-of-commerce materials
like the software discussed in this Comment. These pieces of legislation indicate congressional
intent to facilitate asynchronous learning and non-profit use of out-of-commerce digital works,
underscoring the legitimacy of the proposed exemption.
The TEACH Act offers a copyright carveout for traditional classroom-style teaching that occurs
remotely. Under the act, an accredited, non-profit educational institution may provide materials
to students enrolled in a specific class for use in mediated instructional activities.160 The TEACH
Act establishes broad transmission permissions for synchronous or asynchronous learning,
allowing enrolled students to engage with the works on their own time.161 The House Conference
Report describes the TEACH Act as “remov[ing] the concept of the physical classroom while
maintaining the requirement of mediated instructional activity and limiting the availability to
'accredited’ non-profit institutions.162 The TEACH Act has been described as “a clear signal that
Congress recognizes the importance of distance education.163 With such a signal, the 1201
exemption should not disadvantage distance learners.
III.

Music Modernization Act

Although this comment pertains to off-site software usage rather than music streaming, the
recent Music Modernization Act (“MMA”) offers a significant indicium of congressional
approval of noncommercial use of copyrighted materials. The MMA was introduced to allow
the law on musical licensing and rights to “ke[ep] pace with the music industry to reflect changes
in consumer preferences and technological developments.”164 It created a blanket licensing
system for digital music providers, partially incorporated pre-1972 sound recordings into the
federal copyright scheme, and allowed music industry members to receive royalties for uses of
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sound recordings.165 Subsection (c) permits noncommercial use of pre-1972 recordings “not
being commercially exploited” if the noncommercial user makes a good faith, reasonable search
for the recording in Copyright Office Schedules or music sale/streaming services.166 The Act
specifically preserves the fair use limitations on owners’ rights, as well as the library, archive,
and educational institutional protections, established in 17 U.S.C. §§107, 108, 109, 110, and
112(f) limitations on owners’ rights.167 Finally, the MMA establishes a special rule of
construction for library and archival institution’s §108(h) rights, extending those rights to out-ofcommerce sound recordings fixed before 1972, regardless of their precise date of creation.168 The
Act passed both houses of Congress unanimously.169
In concert, these components of the MMA demonstrate clear congressional approval for offpremises digital access to creative works via nonprofit institutions where access does not
influence market demand. In part, these provisions were put into place to enable uses of “older
recordings where it may not be clear...how to contact the rights owner to ask for permission.”170
Per the Judiciary Committee Conference Report, “the concept of noncommercial use should be
understood in the same way as under other provision of title 17, such as section 107, and
includes uses such as teaching, scholarship, and research.”171 These provisions, in conjunction
with the broad extension of §108(h) rights to libraries and archival institutions, support remote
access of copyrighted works for noncommercial or scholarly purposes, where the works are not
otherwise available. Like the songs that nonprofit institutions may stream under the MMA
framework, the uses proposed in this comment involve out-of-commerce works, whose owners
may be impossible to locate. Their provision causes no market harm because the software itself
is obsolete. Finally, the objectives of teaching, scholarship, and research explicitly referenced by
the judiciary committee underscore the importance of the preservation, research, and teaching
facilitated by this exemption. The Act’s unanimous passage demonstrates broad consensus
support for this comment’s objectives.
(C) Statutory Factors Support Granting an Exemption for Software Preservation
I. Software and Software-Dependent Material will be Unavailable without an
Exemption
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As discussed in the 2018 comment, due to the rapid degradation of software materials and
orphan software problems, software is uniquely susceptible to permanent loss.172 Because
preservationists and libraries structure their services to meet the needs of their user base, the
current exemption disincentivizes preservation work. If preservationists cannot meet the off-site
access needs of their institutional patrons, they will not invest the time and resources to protect
and maintain their software libraries. In a field where unique items can be lost in a matter of
years, this incentive structure will lead to immense, irreversible loss of historically significant
items.
For many researchers, their research with preserved materials is effectively untenable without an
offsite exemption. With a handful of copies of some out-of-commerce titles existing globally,
and those materials tied to a particular on-premise location if a TPM is circumvented, researchers
often abandon projects or base their projects on widely-available software, resulting in
duplicative research. In the context of the COVID-19 pandemic, preserved software has become
unavailable to researchers regardless of whether their home institution has a copy of the
materials. Because researchers cannot access their institutional libraries and use the materials onsite, their projects and teaching cannot move forward. Without an off-site exemption, software
and software dependent-material will be lost, and valuable research will never be carried out.
II. The Exemption is Necessary and Targeted towards Increasing Availability for
Archival, Preservation, and Educational Purposes.
The core purpose of this exemption is to allow preservationists to preserve, maintain, and
increase availability of digital resources for research and educational purposes. As sharing of
information has become increasingly dependent on software or digitized formats, it has become
increasingly important for libraries, museums, and other archival institutions to provide offsite
materials. Offsite access would untether preservationists from seeking out-of-commerce
hardware to facilitate software preservation and allow them to use modern technologies,
including emulation, designed to facilitate offsite access for preservation, research, and education
activities.
Allowing preservationists to furnish these resources offsite will enable a flourishing of research
and scholarship. Researchers will not be limited to the few collections that they can physically
access and this media will be shared in the way it was intended – digitally, over the internet, with
only the restrictions appropriate to the particular piece of media. Enabling researchers and
scholars to access a wider range of materials will allow for a greater depth of cultural and
scientific study of software materials rather than providing redundant research on the few digital
materials that are widely accessible.
III. Prohibiting Circumvention for Software Preservation Impedes Criticism, Research,
Teaching and Scholarship.
172
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The digital age is reframing how researchers access information, and remote access in the
browser, already the norm for other digital collections, is a natural approach to providing access
to software and software-dependent materials. Restricted access particularly burdens research
purposes as legacy software often requires obsolete hardware or software environments to run.
The vast majority of researchers do not have meaningful access to software because it is very
unevenly distributed, as the vast majority of research institutions do not maintain robust software
collections. Expecting researchers to travel to consult resources in person will artificially
circumscribe their research agendas and limit the topics they investigate.173 Frequently, if
researchers face access difficulties, rather than expend financial resources to access materials,
they will narrow the scope of their research or change topics entirely.174 These restrictions favor
well-funded projects over smaller, less-funded projects that cannot allocate funds to extensive
travel and lead to limited scholarship studying different facets of the same works.
Education in the digital age increasingly relies on access to digital resources. On-campus
education would benefit from remote access to materials because many libraries do not host
classrooms where students could permissibly access software collections.175 Additionally, in
recent years, online learning has emerged as a viable affordable and flexible option for
education. Millions of students enroll in online learning courses each year, and enrollment has
grown since the COVID-19 pandemic shutdown many in-person classes. In 2017, 5.5 million
undergraduate students enrolled in some form of distance education or online learning courses.176
Graduate schools are increasingly embracing new technology and the flexibility online learning
provides.177 Given the online nature of the courses, distance learning requires greater access to
digital learning resources. Kevin Driscoll, an educator at the University of Virginia has described
that his classes have benefitted “tremendously” from institutions and organizations that provide
remote access to software.178 Without remote access to born-digital materials, students will be
unable to access various educational tools or learn about the significant cultural and historical
contributions of software artifacts.
IV. Circumvention of DRM in Software for Research, Teaching, and Preservation
Purposes would have Limited, if any, Impact on the Market Value of the Software.
In previous rulemakings, rightsholders expressed concerns that users would use the exemption to
avoid buying new software. But, as discussed in the 2018 comment, those concerns do not apply
to out-of-commerce software. Preservationists, researchers, and educators are interested in
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exploring under-appreciated software that is inaccessible through conventional market
channels.179 Because of the rapid pace of software development, out-of-commerce programs are
orders of magnitude less effective than any software available on the market.180 Old software is
also susceptible to bugs, security flaws, and user limitations that make it extremely undesirable
to a modern user, who has access to contemporary software programs.
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Off-site access does not create any market competition because this software’s only value is
historical and educational – no user market exists. No user would run a contemporary political
campaign on the 1984 software campaign manager, for instance, when scores of superior
programs exist with tools like integrated social media management.182 To the extent that
rightsholders are concerned about downstream distribution of materials, libraries and archival
institutions are well-positioned to prevent such distribution, applying their own existing access
management systems.
Conclusion
Without remote access to the digital materials held in libraries and archival institutions, the
software that institutions strove to preserve will never fulfill its scholarly potential. The
prohibition of off-site access will have long-term and short-term adverse effects over the next
three years, preventing software preservation, valuable research, and online learning. During the
ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, institutions found their work completely chilled, unable to allow
in-person software use. Outside pandemic conditions, in-person access is often prohibitively
expensive or difficult. The uses envisioned in this comment fall under the umbrella of fair use,
and would not be infringing. Moreover, individual libraries and archival institutions have the
means to prevent downstream abuse of software, following the structure laid out by Congress in
preexisting copyright exemptions, such as the TEACH Act. Removing the limitations on off-site
use would not precipitate any market harm, but without such a change, countless projects have
stopped in their tracks. The Library of Congress, by granting this exemption, will allow these
projects to begin again.
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